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1 Introduction
The Jacobi groups are semidirect products of appropriate semisimple real algebraic groups of
Hermitian type with Heisenberg groups [23, 33, 49, 74]. As unimodular, nonreductive, algebraic
groups of Harish-Chandra type [68], the Jacobi groups are intensively studied in mathema-
tics [15, 22, 72, 73, 74, 76, 78, 79]. The Siegel–Jacobi (partially bounded [78, 79]) domains
are homogeneous manifolds associated to the Jacobi groups by the generalized Harish-Chandra
embedding. It was underlined [10, 11, 12] that the Siegel–Jacobi disk is a nonsymmetric, re-
ductive [63], quantizable [66], Q-K. Lu Ka¨hler manifold [54], not Einstein with respect to the
balanced metric [1, 31], with constant negative scalar curvature. In the present paper we inves-
tigate similar geometric properties for the Siegel–Jacobi ball.
As was already emphasized [5, 7, 9], the Jacobi group is relevant in several branches of
physics, as: quantum mechanics, geometric quantization, quantum optics, nuclear structure,
signal processing [14, 48, 65, 70]. In particular, the Jacobi group is responsible [8] for the squeezed
states in quantum optics [58]. Recently, new significant applications of the Jacobi group have
been underlined in various domains as: quantum tomography [59], quantum teleportation [30],
Vlasov kinetic equation [35], general symmetry methods for analyzing solutions of differential
equations using Lie’s prolongation method [40, 69], establishing the link between the standard
Gaussian distribution and the Siegel–Jacobi space [60]. Berezin’s quantization and Berezin
symbols related to the Jacobi group have been also investigated [25, 26].
The real Jacobi group of index n is defined as GJn(R) = Hn(R)oSp(n,R), where Hn(R) is the
real Heisenberg group of real dimension (2n+ 1) [9, 76]. Let g = (M,X, k), g′ = (M ′, X ′, k′) ∈
GJn(R), where X = (λ, µ) ∈ R2n and (X, k) ∈ Hn(R). Then the composition law in GJn(R) is
gg′ =
(
MM ′, XM ′ +X ′, k + k′ +XM ′JX ′t
)
,
where
J =
(
0n 1n
−1n 0n
)
.
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Also it is considered the restricted real Jacobi group GJn(R)0, consisting only of elements of the
form above, but g = (M,X).
To the Jacobi group GJn(R) it is associated the homogeneous manifold – the Siegel–Jacobi
upper half-plane – XJn ≈ Cn × Xn, where the Siegel upper half-plane Xn = Sp(n,R)/U(n) is
realized as
Xn := {V ∈M(n,C) |V = S + iR, S,R ∈M(n,R), R > 0, St = S, Rt = R}.
The (complex version of the) Jacobi group of index n is defined as GJn = Hn o Sp(n,R)C,
where Hn denotes the (2n+ 1)-dimensional Heisenberg group [7, 9, 76]. The composition law is
(g1, α1, t1)(g2, α2, t2) =
(
g1g2, g
−1
2 × α1 + α2, t1 + t2 + =
(
g−12 × α1α¯2
))
,
where αi ∈ Cn, ti ∈ R and gi ∈ Sp(n,R)C, i = 1, 2 have the form
g =
(
p q
q¯ p¯
)
, p, q ∈M(n,C), (1.1)
and g × α = pα+ qα¯, and g−1 × α = p∗α− qtα¯.
The Siegel–Jacobi ball, denoted DJn [7], is the homogeneous manifold associated with the
Jacobi group GJn, whose points are in Cn × Dn, where Dn denotes the Siegel (open) ball.
The non-compact hermitian symmetric space Sp(n,R)C/U(n) admits a matrix realization as
a bounded homogeneous domain:
Dn :=
{
W ∈M(n,C) : W = W t, N > 0, N := 1n −WW¯
}
. (1.2)
Dn is a hermitian symmetric space of type CI (cf. [36, Table V, p. 518]), identified with the
symmetric bounded domain of type II, RII in Hua’s notation [38].
In [6, 7, 9] we have attached coherent states (CS) [64] to the Jacobi group GJn with support
on the Siegel–Jacobi ball DJn. The particular case of coherent states attached to the Jacobi
group GJ1 defined on the Siegel–Jacobi disk D
J
1 has been investigated in [5, 10]. In the present
paper we don’t use effectively the coherent states, but we use results obtained in geometry
using the coherent state approach. The homogeneous Ka¨hler two-form on DJn, denoted ωDJn , has
been obtained in [7, 9] from the scalar product of two coherent state vectors, and this will be
the starting point of the present investigation. The reproducing kernel function for the Siegel–
Jacobi ball was obtained previously, see [62, p. 532] and references there. We recall that in [5] we
have shown that when expressed in variables on X1 obtained (via the partial Cayley transform)
from variables on DJ1 , the Ka¨hler two-form ωXJ1
is the one determined by Berndt [21, 23] and
Ka¨hler [42, 43]. Applying the partial Cayley transform, which we recall later in Proposition 2.5,
from ωXJn obtained in [77], it was obtained the homogeneous Ka¨hler two-form on the Siegel–
Jacobi ball ωDJn – in fact, Yang considers a Jacobi group more general than G
J
n. In [9] we have
shown that when expressed in appropriate variables, ωDJn is a particular case of that obtained
by Yang in [79]. In [12] we have underlined that the homogeneous metric corresponding to ωDJ1
is a balanced metric [1, 31]. In the present paper it is emphasized that the metric corresponding
to ωDJn [6, 7, 9] is the balanced metric. We also point out several geometric aspects related with
Berezin quantization on the Siegel–Jacobi ball.
The paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2 we recall several notions which are used in the
paper. The notion of balanced metric on homogeneous Ka¨hler manifolds is briefly recalled in
Section 2.1. Also other notions which appear in connection with Berezin quantization, as quan-
tizable manifold, Berezin kernel, CS-type group, Q.-K. Lu manifold and diastasis are briefly
recalled. The homogenous metric on the Siegel upper half plane and Siegel ball, which we need
later, are recalled in Section 2.2. We have considered useful to collect in Section 2.3 several
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formulas referring to the differential geometry of the Siegel–Jacobi disk DJ1 , a guide for the for-
mulas deduced in the present paper for the Siegel–Jacobi ball DJn. Section 3 contains the original
results of the present paper. The balanced metric is obtained from the Ka¨hler potential, calcu-
lated previously [7] using the coherent states. Do to the symmetry of the variables W ∈M(n,C)
describing points on the Siegel ball Dn, we write down the matrix associated with the metric
hDJn(z,W ) on the Siegel–Jacobi ball as a four-blocks matrix expressed in (z,W ) ∈ Cn × Dn,
but also in a variable η related with (z,W ) by η = (1n −WW¯ )−1(z + Wz¯). The significance
of the change of coordinates FC: (η,W ) → (z,W ) as a homogeneous Ka¨hler diffeomorphism
was underlined in [9] in the context of the fundamental conjecture [32] for homogeneous Ka¨hler
manifolds (Gindikin and Vinberg [75]). In order to determine the inverse of the metric matrix
attached to the metric hDJn , we need the “inverse” of the metric matrix h
k
Dn
of the Siegel ball,
presented in Section 2.2 – the complication comparatively with that on the noncompact Grass-
mann manifold [3] comes from the fact the matrices describing the points on Siegel ball are
symmetric – see Lemma 2.7. (hkDn)
−1 is calculated in Proposition B.2, where more details on
the calculation of the Laplace–Beltrami operator on Siegel ball are given. Theorem 3.2 contains
the matrix of the metric of the Siegel–Jacobi ball and its “inverse” (in the sense of Lemma 2.7).
Proposition 3.3 collects a description of the geometry of the Siegel–Jacobi ball from the point
of view of Berezin’s quantization. In Section 3.2 it is shown that the scalar curvature of the
Siegel–Jacobi ball is constant and negative. This is compatible with Theorem 4.1 in [51] which
asserts that a Ka¨hler manifold that admits a regular quantization has constant scalar curvature.
It is also shown that DJn is not an Einstein manifold with respect to the balanced metric, but
it is one with respect to the Bergman metric. Section 3.3 contains the Laplace–Beltrami ope-
rator on DJn. Remark A.1 essentially asserts that if the metric on the homogeneous space in
M = G/H is invariant to the action of G on M , then the same is true for the Laplace–Beltrami
operator, a fact used in the proof of Theorem 3.2. In Appendix A we reproduce also a lemma
which calculates the invariant volume of the Siegel–Jacobi ball used in [7]. In Appendix B al-
ready mentioned are presented auxiliary calculations to the paper [57] of Maass and a remark
concerning the results obtained in [39] referring to the Laplace–Beltrami operator on the Siegel
ball and Siegel upper half plane.
The main new results of the present paper are contained in Remark 2.3, Lemma 2.7, Theo-
rem 3.2, Propositions 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. They generalize to the Siegel–Jacobi ball the results
recalled in Section 2.3 obtained for the Siegel–Jacobi disk.
Notation. We denote by R, C, Z, and N the field of real numbers, the field of complex
numbers, the ring of integers, and the set of non-negative integers, respectively. We denote the
imaginary unit
√−1 by i, and the real and imaginary part of a complex number by < and respec-
tively =, i.e., we have for z ∈ C, z = <z + i=z, and z¯ = cc(z) = <z − i=z. M(m× n,F) u Fmn
denotes the set of all m × n matrices with entries in the field F. M(n × 1,F) is identified
with Fn. Set M(n,F) := M(n × n,F). For any A ∈ Mn(F), At denotes the transpose matrix
of A. For A ∈Mn(C), A¯ denotes the conjugate matrix of A and A∗ = A¯t. For A ∈Mn(C), the
inequality A > 0 means that A is positive definite. The identity matrix of degree n is denoted
by 1n and 0n denotes the M(n,F)-matrix with all entries 0. We consider a complex separa-
ble Hilbert space H endowed with a scalar product which is antilinear in the first argument,
(λx, y) = λ¯(x, y), x, y ∈ H, λ ∈ C \ 0. If A is a linear operator, we denote by A† its adjoint.
If pi is representation of a Lie group G on the Hilbert space H and g is the Lie algebra of G, we
denote X := dpi(X) for X ∈ g. A complex analytic manifold is Ka¨hlerian if it is endowed with
a Hermitian metric whose imaginary part ω has dω = 0 [36]. We denote the action of a Lie
group G on the space M by G ×M → M . A coset space M = G/H is homogenous Ka¨hlerian
if it caries a Ka¨hlerian structure invariant under the group G [24]. By a Ka¨hler homogeneous
diffeomorphism we mean a diffeomorphism φ : M → N of homogeneous Ka¨hler manifolds such
that φ∗ωN = ωM . We use Einstein convention that repeated indices are implicitly summed over.
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If the Ka¨hler-two form has the local expression
ωM (z) = i
n∑
α,β=1
hαβ¯(z) d zα ∧ d z¯β, hαβ¯ = h¯βα¯ = hβ¯α, (1.3)
we denote
hαβ¯ := (hαβ¯)
−1, (1.4)
i.e., we have
hα¯h
β¯ = δαβ. (1.5)
In this paper we use the following expression for the Laplace–Beltrami operator on Ka¨hler
manifolds M with the Ka¨hler two-form (1.3):
∆M (z) :=
n∑
α,β=1
(hαβ¯)
−1 ∂2
∂z¯α∂zβ
, (1.6)
cf., e.g., Lemma 3 in the Appendix of [18] or in [41, equation (5.2.15), p. 253], where the
Laplace–Beltrami operator is −∆M (z) and the author uses the convention hij¯hkj¯ = δij (see [41,
equation (5.2.14), p. 252]) instead of our notation (1.4), (1.5). This means that hlk¯ in Jost’s
notation corresponds to hkl¯ = (hkl¯)
−1 in our notation.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Balanced metric and Berezin quantization via coherent states
We consider a G-invariant Ka¨hler two-form ωM (1.3) on the 2n-dimensional homogeneous mani-
fold M = G/H derived from the Ka¨hler potential f(z, z¯) [29]
hαβ¯ =
∂2f
∂zα∂z¯β
. (2.1)
As was underlined in [12] for DJ1 , the homogeneous hermitian metric determined in [5, 7, 9]
is in fact a balanced metric, because it corresponds to the Ka¨hler potential calculated as the
product of two CS-vectors
f(z, z¯) = lnKM (z, z¯), KM (z, z¯) = (ez¯, ez¯). (2.2)
In the approach of Perelomov [64] to CS, it is supposed that there exists a continuous, unitary,
irreducible representation pi of a Lie group G on the separable complex Hilbert space H. The
coherent vector mapping ϕ is defined locally, on a coordinate neighborhood V0 ⊂M (cf. [4, 13]):
ϕ : M → H¯, ϕ(z) = ez¯,
where H¯ denotes the Hilbert space conjugate to H. The vectors ez¯ ∈ H¯ indexed by the points
z ∈M are called Perelomov’s CS vectors. Using Perelomov’s CS vectors, we consider Berezin’s
approach to quantization on Ka¨hler manifolds with the supercomplete set of vectors verifying
the Parceval overcompletness identity [17, 18, 19, 20]
(ψ1, ψ2)FK =
∫
M
(ψ1, ez¯)(ez¯, ψ2) d νM (z, z¯), ψ1, ψ2 ∈ H, (2.3)
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d νM (z, z¯) =
ΩM (z, z¯)
(ez¯, ez¯)
, ΩM :=
1
n!
ω ∧ · · · ∧ ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
.
The reproducing kernel for the Hilbert space of holomorphic, square integrable functions with
respect to the scalar product of the type (2.3) was calculated via CS as the scalar product
KM (z, w¯) = (ez¯, ew¯) [5, 7, 9].
On the other side, let us consider the weighted Hilbert space Hf of square integrable holo-
morphic functions on M , with weight e−f [34]
Hf =
{
φ ∈ hol(M) |
∫
M
e−f |φ|2ΩM <∞
}
. (2.4)
In order to identify the Hilbert space Hf defined by (2.4) with the Hilbert FK space with
scalar product (2.3), we have to consider the -function [27, 66, 67]
(z) = e−f(z)KM (z, z¯).
If the Ka¨hler metric on the complex manifold M is obtained from the Ka¨hler potential via
(1.3), (2.1) and (2.2) is such that (z) is a positive constant, then the metric is called balanced.
This denomination was firstly used in [31] for compact manifolds, then it was used in [1] for
noncompact manifolds and also in [52] in the context of Berezin quantization on homogeneous
bounded domains.
The balanced hermitian metric of M in local coordinates is
d s2M (z, z¯) =
n∑
α,β=1
∂2
∂zα∂z¯β
ln(KM (z, z¯)) d zα ⊗ d z¯β, KM (z, z¯) = (ez¯, ez¯). (2.5)
We recall that in [27, 66, 67] Berezin’s quantization via coherent states was globalized and
extended to non-homogeneous manifolds in the context of geometric (pre-)quantization [47]. To
the Ka¨hler manifold (M,ω), it is also attached the triple σ = (L, h,∇), where L is a holomorphic
(prequantum) line bundle on M , h is the hermitian metric on L and∇ is a connection compatible
with metric and the Ka¨hler structure [16]. The manifold is called quantizable if the curvature of
the connection [29] F (X,Y ) = ∇X∇Y −∇Y∇X −∇[X,Y ] has the property that F = −iωM , or
∂∂¯ log hˆ = iωM , where hˆ is a local representative of h. Then ωM is integral, i.e., c1[L] = [ωM ].
The reproducing (weighted Bergman) kernel admits the series expansion
KM (z, w¯) ≡ (ez¯, ew¯) =
∞∑
i=0
ϕi(z)ϕ¯i(w), (2.6)
where Φ = (ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . ) is an orthonormal base with respect to the scalar product (2.3):∫
M
ϕ¯iϕj
ΩM
KM
= δij , i, j ∈ N.
The base Φ is finite-dimensional for compact manifolds M .
Let ξ : H \ 0→ P(H) be the canonical projection ξ(z) = [z]. The Fubini–Study metric in the
nonhomogeneous coordinates [z] is the hermitian metric on CP∞ (see [44] for details)
d s2|FS([z]) = (d z,d z)(z, z)− (d z, z)(z, d z)
(z, z)2
. (2.7)
It was proved [67] (see also [12]) that:
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Remark 2.1. If (z) is constant on M , then the balanced Hermitian metric on M is the pullback
d s2M (z) = ι
∗
M d s
2
FS(z) = d s
2
FS(ιM (z)) (2.8)
of the Fubini–Study metric (2.7) via the embedding
ιM : M ↪→ CP∞, ιM (z) = [ϕ0(z) : ϕ1(z) : . . . ]. (2.9)
If M is a compact manifold, the embedding (2.9) is the Kodaira embedding.
If the homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold M = G/H to which we associate the Hilbert space of
functions FK with respect to the scalar product (2.3) admits a holomorphic embedding ιM : M ↪→
P(H∞), then M is called a CS-orbit, and G is called a CS-type group [4, 50, 62].
We denote the normalized Bergman kernel (the two-point function of M [2, 16]) by
κM (z, z¯
′) :=
KM (z, z¯
′)√
KM (z)KM (z′)
= (e˜z¯, e˜z¯′) =
(ez¯, ez¯′)
‖ez¯‖‖ez¯′‖ . (2.10)
The set Σz := {z′ ∈ M |κM (z, z¯′) = 0} was called [2, 16] polar divisor relative to z ∈ M , while
a manifold for which Σz = ∅, ∀ z ∈ M was called in [12] a Q.-K. Lu manifold, extending to
manifolds a denomination introduced for domains in Cn [54]. Note that for a particular class of
compact homogeneous manifolds that includes the hermitian symmetric spaces, Σz is equal with
the cut locus relative to z ∈M (see the definition of the cut locus, e.g., [46, p. 100]), and Σz is
a divisor in the sense of algebraic geometry [2, 16].
By Berezin kernel bM : M ×M → [0, 1] ∈ R, in this paper we mean:
bM (z, z
′) := |κM (z, z¯′)|2.
The Calabi’s diastasis [28] expressed via the CS-vectors [27] reads
DM (z, z
′) := − ln bM (z, z′) = −2 ln |(e˜z¯, e˜z¯′)| . (2.11)
Generalizing a theorem proved for homogeneous bounded domains [52], in [53] Loi and Mossa
have proved:
Theorem 2.2. Let (M,ω) be a simply-connected homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold such that the
associated Ka¨hler form ω is integral. Then there exists a constant µ0 > 0 such that M equipped
with µ0ω is projectively induced.
With Theorem 2.2 and the recalled definitions, we can formulate the
Remark 2.3. Let M = G/H be a simply-connected homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold. Then the
following assertions are equivalent:
A) M is a quantizable Ka¨hler manifold,
B) M admits a balanced metric,
C) M is CS-type manifold and G is a CS-type group,
D) M is projectively induced and we have (2.8), (2.9).
Loi and Mossa have proved [53] the following
Theorem 2.4. Let (M,ω) be a homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold. Then the following are equiva-
lent:
a) M is contractible,
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b) (M,ω) admits a global Ka¨hler potential,
c) (M,ω) admits a global diastasis DM : M ×M → R,
d) (M,ω) admits a Berezin quantization.
The proof of the Theorem 2.4 is based on the fundamental conjecture for homogeneous
bounded domains [32] and the asymptotic of the Bergman kernel [34].
Theorems 2.2, 2.4 and Remark 2.3 will be used in the proof of Proposition 3.3.
2.2 Elements of geometry of the Siegel upper half-plane and Siegel ball
Firstly we recall some standard facts about the symplectic group and its algebra, see references
and details in [7, 9]. Even if we will be concerned mainly with the Jacobi group GJn, we recall
some basic facts about Cayley and partial Cayley transform which will appear in the paper.
2.2.1 The Cayley transform
If X ∈ sp(n,R), i.e., XtJ + JX = 0, then
X =
(
a b
c −at
)
, where b = bt, c = ct, a, b, c ∈M(n,R).
If g =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Sp(n,R), i.e., gtJg = J , then the matrices a, b, c, d ∈ M(n,R) have the
properties
atc = cta, btd = dtb, atd− ctb = 1n, abt = bat, cdt = dct, adt − bct = 1n.
We have the correspondence
g =
(
a b
c d
)
∈M(2n,R)↔ gC = C−1gC =
(
p q
q¯ p¯
)
, p, q ∈M(n,C), (2.12)
where
C =
(
i1n i1n
−1n 1n
)
, C−1 =
1
2
( −i1n −1n
−i1n 1n
)
,
2a = p+ q + p¯+ q¯, 2b = i(p¯− q¯ − p+ q), 2c = i(p+ q − p¯− q¯),
2d = p− q + p¯− q¯, 2p = a+ d+ i(b− c), 2q = a− d− i(b+ c). (2.13)
To every g ∈ Sp(n,R), we associate via (2.12) g 7→ gC ∈ Sp(n,R)C ≡ Sp(n,C) ∩ U(n, n) as
in (1.1), where the matrices p, q ∈M(n,C) have the properties
pp∗ − qq∗ = 1n, pqt = qpt, p∗p− qtq¯ = 1n, ptq¯ = q∗p. (2.14)
Let us consider an element h = (g, l) in GJn(R)0, i.e.,
g =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Sp(n,R), l = (n,m) ∈ R2n, (2.15)
and V ∈ Xn, u ∈ Cn ≡ R2n.
Let g ∈ Sp(n,R)C be of the form (1.1), (2.14) and α, z ∈ Cn. The (transitive) action
(g, α) × (W, z) = (W1, z1) of the Jacobi group GJn on the Siegel–Jacobi ball DJn is given by the
formulas [7]
W1 = (pW + q)(q¯W + p¯)
−1 = (Wq∗ + p∗)−1(qt +Wpt),
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z1 = (Wq
∗ + p∗)−1(z + α−Wα¯). (2.16)
Now we consider the partial Cayley transform [7, 9] Φ: XJn → DJn, Φ(V, u) = (W, z)
W = (V − i1n)(V + i1n)−1, z = 2i(V + i1n)−1u, (2.17)
with the inverse partial Cayley transform Φ−1 : DJn → XJn, Φ−1(W, z) = (V, u)
V = i(1n −W )−1(1n +W ), u = (1n −W )−1z. (2.18)
Let us define Θ: GJn(R)0 → (GJn)0, Θ(h) = h∗, h = (g, n,m), h∗ = (gC, α).
We have proved in [9, Proposition 2] (see also [15, 78])
Proposition 2.5. Θ is an group isomorphism and the action of (GJn)0 on D
J
n is compatible with
the action of GJn(R)0 on XJn through the biholomorphic partial Cayley transform (2.17), i.e., if
Θ(h) = h∗, then Φh = h∗Φ. More exactly, if the action of (GJn)0 on DJn is given by (2.16), then
the action of GJn(R)0 on XJn is given by (g, l)× (V, u)→ (V1, u1) ∈ XJn, where
V1 = (aV + b)(cV + d)
−1 = (V ct + dt)−1(V at + bt),
u1 = (V c
t + dt)−1(u+ V n+m). (2.19)
The matrices g in (2.15) and gC in (1.1) are related by (2.12), (2.13), while α = m + in,
m,n ∈ Rn.
2.2.2 The metric
Siegel has determined the metric on Xn, Sp(n,R)-invariant to the action (2.19) (see [71, equa-
tion (2)] or [37, Theorem 3, p. 644]):
d s2Xn(R) = Tr
(
R−1 dV R−1 d V¯
)
. (2.20)
With the Cayley transform (2.18) and the relations
V˙ = 2iUW˙U, U = (1n −W )−1, 2R = (1n +W )U + (1n + W¯ )U¯ , (2.21)
introduced in (2.20), it is obtained the metric on Dn, Sp(n,R)C-invariant to the action (2.16):
d s2Dn(W ) = 4 Tr(M dWM¯ d W¯ ), W ∈ Dn, M = (1n −WW¯ )−1, (2.22)
associated with the Ka¨hler two-form (3.26), modulo the factor 2k .
Remark 2.6. The metric (2.22) can be written as in (2.24), (2.25).
Proof. Equation (2.22) can be written down as
1
4 d s
2
Dn
(W ) =
∑
p,q,m,n
Hpqm¯n¯ dwpq d w¯mn,
Hpqm¯n¯ := MnpMmq, M := (1n −WW¯ )−1.
We have
1
4 d s
2
Dn
(W ) =
∑
p<q;m<n
(Hpqm¯n¯ +Hpqn¯m¯ +Hqpm¯n¯ +Hqpn¯m¯) dwpq d w¯mn
+
∑
p<q
(Hpqm¯m¯ +Hqpm¯m¯) dwpq d w¯mm
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+
∑
m<n
(Hppm¯n¯ +Hppn¯m¯) dwpp d w¯mn +
∑
Hppm¯m¯ dwpp d w¯mm. (2.23)
For reasons which will be clarified further (see formulas (3.24), (3.18e)), we write (2.23) as
1
4 d s
2
Dn
(W ) =
∑
p≤q;m≤n
hkpqmn dwpq d w¯mn, (2.24)
where
hkpqm¯n¯ = 2MmpMnq(1− δpq) + 2MmqMnp(1− δmn) +M2mpδpqδmn, (2.25)
which proves the statement of the remark. 
In order to take into account the symmetry of the matrix W = (wij)i,j=1,...,n, we introduce
the notation (see [9, equation (4.5)]):
∆ijpq :=
∂wij
∂wpq
= δipδjq + δiqδjp − δijδpqδip, wij = wji. (2.26)
For calculation of the “inverse” h−1 of the metric matrix h of DJn – see Theorem 3.2 – we
need the “inverse” of the matrix (2.25), which we calculate in Proposition B.2, exploiting the
formula given in [57] for the Laplace–Beltrami operator (1.6) on Xn with the result (see (B.11)):
kmnu¯v¯ =
1
2(NvnN¯mu +NvmN¯nu), N = 1n −WW¯. (2.27)
We calculate
Euvpq :=
∑
m≤n
hkpqm¯n¯kmnu¯v¯. (2.28)
We shall prove a relation which gives the sense of the “inverse” matrix of (2.25), important
in Theorem 3.2:
Lemma 2.7. The “inverse” matrix of the metric matrix (2.25) on the Siegel ball Dn is the
matrix (2.27) and we have
Euvpq = ∆
uv
pq . (2.29)
Proof. a) Firstly, we consider the case p = q in (2.28). We get successively
Euvpp =
∑
m≤n
(2− δmn)(1n −WW¯ )−1mp(1n − W¯W )−1pn kmnu¯v¯
= (1n −WW¯ )−1mp(1n − W¯W )−1pm(1n −WW¯ )vm(1n − W¯W )mu
+
∑
m<n
(1n −WW¯ )−1mp(1n − W¯W )−1pn
× [(1n −WW¯ )vn(1n − W¯W )mu + (1n −WW¯ )vm(1n − W¯W )nu]
= (1n −WW¯ )−1mp(1n − W¯W )−1pm(1n −WW¯ )vm(1n − W¯W )mu
+
∑
m<n
(1n −WW¯ )−1np (1n − W¯W )−1pm(1n −WW¯ )vn(1n − W¯W )mu
+
∑
n<m
(1n −WW¯ )−1mp(1n − W¯W )−1pm(1n −WW¯ )vn(1n − W¯W )mu
= δupδvp. (2.30)
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b) Now we consider the case p 6= q in (2.28). We get successively
Euvpq = 2
∑
m≤n
[
(1n −WW¯ )−1mp(1n − W¯W )−1qn + (1n −WW¯ )−1mq(1n − W¯W )−1pn (1− δmn)
]
kmnu¯v¯
= 2(1n −WW¯ )−1mp(1n − W¯W )−1qm(1n −WW¯ )vm(1n − W¯W )mu
+
∑
m<n
[
(1n −WW¯ )−1mp(1n − W¯W )−1qn + (1n −WW¯ )−1mq(1n − W¯W )−1pn
]
× [(1n −WW¯ )vn(1n − W¯W )vn(1n − W¯W )mu + (1n −WW¯ )vm(1n − W¯W )nu]
= δpuδvq + δpvδqu. (2.31)
Putting together (2.30) and (2.31), with formula
Epquv = E
pq
uv(1− δpq) + Epquvδpq,
we have proved (2.29). 
2.3 Geometry of the Siegel–Jacobi disk
We recall some formulas describing the differential geometry of the Siegel–Jacobi disk DJ1 [5,
10, 12].
The (transitive) action of the group GJ1 = H1o SU(1, 1) 3 (g, α)× (z, w)→ (z1, w1) ∈ DJ1 on
the Siegel disk is given by the formulas
w1 =
aw + b
δ
, δ = b¯w + a¯, SU(1, 1) 3 g =
(
a b
b¯ a¯
)
, (2.32)
where |a|2 − |b|2 = 1,
z1 =
γ
δ
, γ = z + α− α¯w. (2.33)
The balanced Ka¨hler two-form is obtained with formulas (1.3), (2.1)
−iωkµ(z, w) = hzz¯ d z ∧ d z¯ + hzw¯ d z ∧ d w¯ − hz¯w d z¯ ∧ dw + hww¯ dw ∧ d w¯,
where the Ka¨hler potential (2.2) is
f(z, w) = µ
2zz¯ + z2w¯ + z¯2w
2P
− 2k ln(P ), P = 1− ww¯. (2.34)
k indexes the positive discrete series of SU(1, 1) (2k ∈ N), while µ > 0 indexes the representations
of the Heisenberg group.
Proposition 2.8. The balanced Ka¨hler two-form ωkµ on D
J
1 , G
J
1 -invariant to the action (2.32),
(2.33), can be written as
−iωkµ(z, w) = 2kdw ∧ d w¯
P 2
+ µ
A ∧ A¯
P
, A = d z + η¯(z, w) dw,
z = η − wη¯, and η = η(z, w) := z + z¯w
1− ww¯ .
The matrix of the balanced metric (2.5) h = h(ς), ς := (z, w) ∈ C×D1, determined with the
Ka¨hler potential (2.34), reads
h(ς) :=
(
hzz¯ hzw¯
hwz¯ = h¯zw¯ hww¯
)
=
(
µ
P µ
η
P
µ η¯P
2k
P 2
+ µ |η|
2
P
)
. (2.35)
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The inverse of the matrix (2.35) reads
h−1(ς) =
(
hzz¯ hzw¯
hwz¯ hww¯
)
=
(
P
µ +
P 2|η|2
2k −P
2η
2k
−P 2η¯2k P
2
2k
)
. (2.36)
If we introduce the notation
GM (z) := det(hαβ¯)α,β=1,...,n,
then we find
GDJ1
(z, w) =
2kµ
(1− ww¯)3 , z ∈ C, |w| < 1. (2.37)
3 Elements of geometry of the Siegel–Jacobi ball
3.1 The balanced metric
The Jacobi algebra is the semi-direct sum gJn := hno sp(n,R)C [6, 7, 9]. The Heisenberg algebra
hn is generated by the boson creation (respectively, annihilation) operators a
†
i (ai), i, j = 1, . . . , n,
which verify the canonical commutation relations[
ai, a
†
j
]
= δij , [ai, aj ] =
[
a†i , a
†
j
]
= 0. (3.1)
hn is an ideal in g
J
n, i.e., [hn, g
J
n] = hn, determined by the commutation relations:[
a†k,K
+
ij
]
= [ak,K
−
ij ] = 0, (3.2a)
[ai,K
+
kj ] =
1
2δika
†
j +
1
2δija
†
k,
[
K−kj , a
†
i
]
= 12δikaj +
1
2δijak, (3.2b)[
K0ij , a
†
k
]
= 12δjka
†
i ,
[
ak,K
0
ij
]
= 12δikaj . (3.2c)
K±,0ij are the generators of the sp(R)C algebra:
[K−ij ,K
−
kl] = [K
+
ij ,K
+
kl] = 0, 2
[
K−ij ,K
0
kl
]
= K−il δkj +K
−
jlδki, (3.3a)
2[K−ij ,K
+
kl] = K
0
kjδli +K
0
ljδki +K
0
kiδlj +K
0
liδkj , (3.3b)
2
[
K+ij ,K
0
kl
]
= −K+ikδjl −K+jkδli, 2
[
K0ji,K
0
kl
]
= K0jlδki −K0kiδlj . (3.3c)
Applying the same arguments as in the proof of Remark 3 in [10] (see also the Appendix in [10],
where the notion of homogeneous reductive space in the meaning of Nomizu [63] is recalled; also
see [11]) to the Jacobi algebra gJn determined by (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), we make the
Remark 3.1. The Jacobi group GJn is an unimodular, non-reductive, algebraic group of Harish-
Chandra type. The Siegel–Jacobi domain DJn is a reductive, non-symmetric manifold associated
to the Jacobi group GJn by the generalized Harish-Chandra embedding.
We have attached to the Jacobi group GJn := Hn o Sp(n,R)C coherent states based on the
Siegel–Jacobi ball DJn [7]. Perelomov’s CS vectors [64] associated to the group G
J
n with Lie
algebra the Jacobi algebra gJn based on the complex d-dimensional (d = n(n+ 3)/2) manifold –
the Siegel–Jacobi ball – DJn ≈ Hn/R× Sp(n,R)C/U(n) = Cn ×Dn – have been defined as [7]
ez,W = exp(X)e0, X :=
√
µ
n∑
i=1
zia
†
i +
n∑
i,j=1
wijK
+
ij , z ∈ Cn, W ∈ Dn. (3.4)
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The vector e0 appearing in (3.4) verifies the relations
aie0 = 0, i = 1, . . . , n,
K+ije0 6= 0, K−ije0 = 0, K0ije0 =
k
4
δije0, i, j = 1, . . . , n. (3.5)
In (3.5) e0 = e
H
0 ⊗ eK0 , where eH0 is the minimum weight vector (vacuum) for the Heisenberg
group Hn, while e
K
0 is the extremal weight vector for Sp(n,R)C corresponding to the weight k
in (3.5), and µ parametrizes the Heisenberg group [7, 9, 15]. Holomorphic irreducible represen-
tations of the Jacobi group based on Siegel–Jacobi domains have been studied in mathematics
[22, 23, 72, 73, 74]. In [5, 9, 15] we have compared our results on the geometry of DJn and holo-
morphic representations of GJn obtained using CS with those of the mentioned mathematicians.
The scalar product K : DJn ×DJn → C, K(x¯, V¯ ; y,W ) = (ex,V , ey,W )kµ is [7, 15]:
(ex,V , ey,W )kµ = det(U)
k/2 expµF (x¯, V¯ ; y,W ), U = (1n −WV¯ )−1,
2F (x¯, V¯ ; y,W ) = 2(x, Uy) + (V y¯, Uy) + (x, UWx¯). (3.6)
If we denote ζ = (x, V ), ζ ′ = (y,W ), then we find for the normalized Bergman kernel (2.10) of
the Siegel–Jacobi ball the expression
κDJn(ζ, ζ
′) = κDn(V,W ) expµ[2F (ζ, ζ
′)− F (ζ)− F (ζ ′)], (3.7)
where κDn(V,W ) is the normalized Bergman kernel of the Siegel ball
κDn(V,W ) = det
k/2
[
(1n − V V¯ )(1n −WW¯ )
(1n −WV¯ )2
]
.
We find for the Calabi diastasis (2.11) of the Siegel–Jacobi ball the expression
DDJn(ζ, ζ
′) = DDn(V,W ) + 2µ
[<F (ζ) + <F (ζ ′)− 2<F (ζ, ζ ′)], (3.8)
DDn(V,W ) = −2 ln |κDn(V,W )|.
In particular, the reproducing kernel K(z,W ) = (ez,W , ez,W )kµ, z ∈ Cn, W ∈ Dn is
K(z,W ) = det(M)k/2 expµF, M = (1n −WW¯ )−1, (3.9)
2F = 2z¯tMz + ztW¯Mz + z¯tMWz¯, 2F = 2η¯tη − ηtW¯η − η¯tWη¯,
η = M(z +Wz¯), z = η −Wη¯. (3.10)
The Hilbert space of holomorphic functions FK associated to the kernel K given by (3.9) is
endowed with the scalar product of the type (2.3)
(φ, ψ)FK = Λn
∫
z∈Cn;W=W t; 1−WW¯>0
f¯φ(z,W )fψ(z,W )QK
−1 d z dW,
d z =
n∏
i=1
d<zi d=zi, dW =
∏
1≤i≤j≤n
d<wij d=wij ,
where the normalization constant Λn is given by
Λn = µ
n k − 3
2pin(n+3)/2
n−1∏
i=1
(
k−3
2 − n+ i
)
Γ(k + i− 2)
Γ[k + 2(i− n− 1)] ,
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and the density of volume is [7] (see also Lemma A.2)
Q(z,W ) = det(1n −WW¯ )−(n+2). (3.11)
The manifold DJn has the Ka¨hler potential (3.12), f = logK, with K given by (3.9),
f = −k2 log det(1n −WW¯ )
+ µ
{
z¯t(1n −WW¯ )−1z + 12zt
[
W¯ (1n −WW¯ )−1
]
z + 12 z¯
t
[
(1n −WW¯ )−1W
]
z¯
}
. (3.12)
Because the symmetry of the matrix W ∈ Dn, we write down the Ka¨hler two-form on the
Siegel–Jacobi ball as
−iωDJn(z,W ) = hij¯ d zi ∧ d z¯j +
∑
p≤q
(hip¯q¯ d zi ∧ d w¯pq − h¯ip¯q¯ d z¯i ∧ dwpq)
+
∑
p≤q;m≤n
hpqm¯n¯ dwpq ∧ d w¯mn. (3.13)
We use the following notation for the matrix of the metric
h =
(
h1 h2
h3 h4
)
=
(
hij¯ hip¯q¯
hpqi¯ hpqm¯n¯
)
∈M(n(n+ 3)/2,C), (3.14)
p ≤ q, m ≤ n, h = h∗,
where h1 ∈ M(n,C), h2 ∈ M(n × n(n + 1)/2,C), h3 ∈ M(n(n + 1)/2 × n,C), h4 ∈ M(n(n +
1)/2,C).
We use the following convention: indices of z ∈M(n×1,C) are denoted with i, j, k, l; indices
of W = W t, W ∈M(n,C) are denoted with m, n, p, q, r, s, t, u, v.
Let as write the “inverse” h−1 of the matrix h (3.14) as
h−1 =
(
h1 h2
h3 h4
)
=
(
(h1)ij¯ (h
2)ip¯q¯
(h3)pqi¯ (h
4)pqm¯n¯
)
, p ≤ q, m ≤ n, (3.15)
where the matrices h1, h2, h3, h4 have the same dimensions as the matrices h1, h2, h3, respec-
tively h4.
In fact, we shall determine the “inverse” (3.15) of (3.14) such that(
h1 h2
h3 h4
)(
h1 h2
h3 h4
)
=
(
1n 0
0 ∆
)
, (3.16)
where ∆ is defined in (2.26).
It is useful to introduce the notation
fpq := 1− 12δpq.
We shall prove the following (partial results have been presented in [6, Proposition 11], [7,
Proposition 3.11] and [9, Proposition 1]):
Theorem 3.2. The Ka¨hler two-form ωDJn , associated with the balanced metric of the Siegel–
Jacobi ball DJn, G
J
n-invariant to the action (2.16) is
−iωDJn(z,W ) = k2 Tr(B ∧ B¯) + µTr(AtM¯ ∧ A¯), A = d z + dWη¯,
B = M dW, M = (1n −WW¯ )−1. (3.17)
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The matrix (3.14) of the metric on DJn has the matrix elements (3.18):
hij¯ = µM¯ij , (3.18a)
hip¯q¯ = µ(ηqM¯ip + ηpM¯iq)fpq, (3.18b)
hpqi¯ = µ(η¯qM¯pi + η¯pM¯qi)fpq, (3.18c)
hpqm¯n¯ =
k
2
hkpqm¯n¯ + µh
µ
pqm¯n¯, (3.18d)
hkpqm¯n¯ = 2(MmpMnq +MmqMnp)− 2Mmp(Mnpδpq +Mmqδmn) +M2mpδpqδmn
= 2MmpMnq(1− δpq) + 2MmqMnp(1− δmn) +M2mpδpqδmn, (3.18e)
hµpqm¯n¯ = η¯p(ηnMmq + ηmMnq) + η¯q(ηnMmp + ηmMnp)− η¯p(ηnMmp
+ ηmMnp)δpq − ηm(η¯pMmq + η¯qMmp)δmn + η¯pηmMmpδpqδmn
= [η¯p(ηnM¯qm + ηmM¯qn) + η¯q(ηnM¯pm + ηmM¯pn)]fpqfmn. (3.18f)
The “inverse” h−1 of the metric matrix h which verif ies (3.16), with components (3.18), obtained
with the inverse (2.27) of hk (3.18e) has the elements h1–h4 given by(
h1
)
ij
= θM¯−1ij , θ =
1
µ
+ α
2
k
, α = ηtM¯−1η¯ = η¯nSn, Sn =
∑
ηqM¯
−1
qn , (3.19a)(
h2
)
im¯n¯
= −1
k
(
SnM¯
−1
im + SmM¯
−1
in
)
, (3.19b)(
h3
)
mni¯
= −1
k
(
S¯nM¯
−1
mi + S¯mM¯
−1
ni
)
, (3.19c)(
h4
)
pqm¯n¯
=
2
k
(hk)−1pqm¯n¯ =
1
k
(
M¯−1qn M¯
−1
pm + M¯
−1
pn M¯
−1
qm
)
. (3.19d)
The determinant of the metric matrix h is
GDJn(z,W ) = dethDJn(z,W ) =
(
k
2
)n(n+1)
2
µn det(1n −WW¯ )−(n+2). (3.20)
In the case n = 1 formulas (3.18), (3.19), (3.20) became the formulas (2.35), (2.36), respec-
tively (2.37), with 2k ↔ k2 .
Proof. Firstly, we determine the matrix elements of the metric h on the Siegel–Jacobi disk DJn
applying formula (2.1) to the Ka¨hler potential (3.12) as in (3.13).
We use the formulas (see [9, equations (4.23)])
∂Mab
∂wik
= MaiXkb +MakXib −MaiXibδik, where X = Xt = W¯M = M¯W¯ , (3.21a)
∂Xab
∂wik
= XaiXbk +XakXib −XaiXibδik, (3.21b)
∂X¯ab
∂wik
= MaiMbk +MakMbi −MaiMbkδik. (3.21c)
From (3.10), we get
∂ηq
∂zl
= Mql, (3.22a)
∂η¯q
∂zj
= Xqj , (3.22b)
∂ηt
∂wpq
= Mtpη¯q +Mtqη¯p −Mtpη¯pδpq, (3.22c)
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∂η¯n
∂wpq
= η¯pXqn + η¯qXpn − η¯qXpnδpq. (3.22d)
With (2.26), (3.21) and (3.22), we find the matrix elements (3.18) of the metric of the Siegel–
Jacobi ball.
Now we prove (3.18e). We calculate
hkmnp¯q¯ =
∂
∂w¯pq
Jmn, Jmn =
∂
∂wmn
ln detM. (3.23)
With formula
d(detA)
d t
= detATr
(
A−1
∂A
∂t
)
,
we have
Jmn = M
−1
ij
∂Mji
∂wmn
.
We find
Jmn = Xnm +Xmn −Xmnδmn = 2Xmnfmn.
In order to obtain hkmnp¯q¯, we calculate
∂Xnm
∂w¯pq
=
∂w¯nk
∂w¯pq
Mkn + wnk
∂Mkb
∂w¯pq
.
But with
∂Mkm
∂w¯pq
=
(
Mmk
∂wpq
)
, and with 1n + W¯ X¯ = M¯,
we find
∂Xnm
∂w¯pq
= 2(MpmM¯nq +MqmM¯np −MpmM¯nqδpq)− (2MpmM¯mq −MpmM¯mqδpq)δmn,
i.e., we reobtain formula (3.18e).
With (3.18e), we have
hkppm¯m¯ = M
2
mp,
hkppm¯n¯ = 2MmpMnq, m < n,
hkpqm¯m¯ = 2MmpMmq, p < q,
hkpqm¯n¯ = 2(MmpMnq +MmqMnp), p < q, m < n. (3.24)
In order to find −i 2k dωDn(W ), we make the summation∑
hkppm¯m¯ dwpp ∧ d w¯mm +
∑
m<n
hkppm¯n¯ dwpp ∧ d w¯mn
+
∑
p<q
hkpqm¯m¯ dwpq ∧ d w¯mm +
∑
p<q,m<n
hkpqm¯n¯ dwpq ∧ d w¯mn
=
∑
MmpM¯pm dwpp ∧ d w¯mm + 2
∑
m<n
MmpMpn dwpp ∧ d w¯mn
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+ 2
∑
p<q
MmpMmq + 2
∑
p<q,m<n
(MmpMnq +MmqMnp) dwpq ∧ d w¯mn
=
∑
MmpM¯pm dwpp ∧ d w¯mm +
∑
m6=n
MmpMpn dwpp ∧ d w¯mn
+
∑
p 6=q
MmpMnq dwpq ∧ d w¯mm +
∑
p 6=q,m 6=n
MmpMnq dwpq ∧ d w¯mn
= (M dW )mq ∧ (M¯ d W¯ )qm. (3.25)
We write down (3.25) as
−i 2
k
dωDn(W ) = Tr(M dW ∧ M¯ d W¯ ). (3.26)
Now we make the summation∑
p≤q
hµip¯q¯ d zi ∧ d w¯pq =
∑
hµip¯p¯ d zi ∧ d w¯pp +
∑
p<q
hµip¯q¯ d zi ∧ d w¯pq
= M¯ipηp d zi ∧ d w¯pp +
∑
p<q
(M¯ipηq + M¯iqηp) d zi ∧ d w¯pq
= (M d z)p ∧ (d W¯η)p.
We calculate the sum
Hµ :=
∑
p≤q,m≤n
hµpqm¯n¯ dwpq ∧ d w¯mn.
We have
Hµ =
∑
hµppm¯m¯ dwpp ∧ w¯mm +
∑
m<n
hµppm¯n¯ dwpp ∧ w¯mn
+
∑
p<q
hµpqm¯m¯ dwpq ∧ w¯mm +
∑
p<q,m<n
hµpqm¯n¯ dwpq ∧ w¯mn,
and finally we get
Hµ = Mmq dwqp ∧ d w¯mnηn = (M dWη¯)m ∧ (d W¯η)m. (3.27)
Putting together (3.26), (3.25) and (3.27), we have proved (3.17).
In order to check out the homogeneity of the Ka¨hler two-form ωDJn (3.17), we use the formulas
dW1 = (Wq
∗ + p∗)−1 dW (q¯W + p¯)−1, (3.28)
M1 = (qW¯ + p)M(Wq
∗ + p∗), (3.29)
d z1 = (Wq
∗ + p∗)−1(dWV + d z), V = −q∗(Wq∗ + p∗)−1[η + α−W (η¯ + α¯)]− α¯,
η1 = p(α+ η) + q(α¯+ η¯), A1 = (Wq
∗ + p∗)−1A.
Now we calculate the “inverse” (3.15) h−1 of the matrix h whose elements are given by (3.18).
We have (see, e.g., in [56, (1) and (2), p. 30]): if the matrices h1, h4 − h3h−11 h2, h4 and
respectively h1 − h2h−14 h3 are nonsingular, then
h1 =
(
h1 − h2h−14 h3
)−1
= h−11 + h
−1
1 h2h
4h3h
−1
1 , (3.30a)
h2 = −h−11 h2h4, (3.30b)
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h3 = −h4h3h−11 , (3.30c)
h4 = (h4 − h3h−11 h2)−1. (3.30d)
In order to calculate h4, we write (3.30d) as
(h4)−1 = h4 − µhI , where hI := 1
µ
h3h
−1
1 h2. (3.31)
With formulas (3.18a)–(3.18c), we get(
hI
)
pqm¯n¯
= hpqi¯(h1)
−1
ij hjm¯n¯ = (η¯qM¯pi + η¯pM¯qi)M¯
−1
ij (ηnM¯jm + ηmM¯jn)fpqfmn
= (η¯qM¯pi + η¯pM¯qi)(ηnδim + ηmδim)fpqfmn
= [η¯q(ηnM¯pm + ηmM¯pn) + η¯p(ηnM¯qm + ηmM¯qn)]fpqfmn,
and with equation (3.18f) we get
hI = hµ.
With (3.31), we obtain
(
h4
)−1
=
k
2
hk, (3.32)
and (3.19d), where hk has the expression (3.18e), while (hk)−1 has the expression (2.27).
In order to calculate h2, taking into account (3.32), we write (3.30b) as
h2 = −(h1)−1hJ , where hJ := 2
k
h2
(
hk
)−1
. (3.33)
With formulas (3.18b), (B.11), we have(
hJ
)
jm¯n¯
= 2
µ
k
∑
p≤q
fpq(ηqM¯jp + ηpM¯jq)kpqm¯n¯
= 2
µ
k
[∑
p
ηp(1n −WW¯ )−1pj (1n −WW¯ )np(1n − W¯W )pm
]
+
µ
k
∑
p<q
[
ηq(1n −WW¯ )−1pj + ηp(1n −WW¯ )−1pj
]
× [(1n −WW¯ )nq(1n − W¯W )pm + (1n −Ww¯)np(1n − W¯W )qm]
=
µ
k
∑
p 6=q
(ηq(1n −WW¯ )−1pj (1n −WW¯ )nq(1n − W¯W )pm
+
∑
p 6=q
ηp(1n −WW¯ )−1qj (1n −WW¯ )nq(1n − W¯W )pm
+ 2
∑
p
ηp(1n −WW¯ )−1pj (1n −WW¯ )np(1n − W¯W )pm
]
=
µ
k
(Snδjm + Smδjn), where Sn :=
∑
q
ηqM¯
−1
qn .
With (3.33), we get (3.19b) and similarly for (3.19c).
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In order to calculate h1, we write (3.30a) as
h1 = h−11 − hKh−11 , where hK := h2h3.
With formulas (3.19b) and (3.18c), we get(
hK
)
ik
= −µ
k
∑
m≤n
fmn
(
SnM¯
−1
im + SmM¯
−1
in
)
(η¯nM¯mk + η¯mM¯nk)
= −µ
k
[
1
2
∑
m
4Smη¯mM¯
−1
im M¯mk +
∑
m<n
(
SnM¯
−1
im + SmM¯
−1
in
)(
η¯nM¯mk + η¯mM¯nk
)]
= −2
k
µαδik,
where
α := ηtM¯−1η¯ = η∗M−1η = η¯nSn.
With (3.18a), we get (3.19a).
In order to prove (3.20), we use the relation
deth = det
(
h1 h2
h3 h4
)
= deth1 det
(
h4 − h3h−11 h2
)
.
With (3.30d) and (3.32), we get
deth =
(
k
2
)n
deth1 deth
k.
(3.20) is obtained introducing in the above relation the expressions (3.18a) and (A.4). 
Now we formulate several geometric properties of the Siegel–Jacobi ball relevant for the
Berezin quantization of this manifold:
Proposition 3.3.
i) The homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold DJn is contractible.
ii) The Ka¨hler potential of the Siegel–Jacobi ball (3.12) is global. DJn is a Q.-K. Lu manifold,
with normalized Bergman kernel (3.7) and nowhere vanishing diastasis (3.8).
iii) The manifold DJn is a quantizable manifold.
iv) DJn is projectively induced and the Jacobi group G
J
n is a CS-type group.
v) DJn is a homogeneous reductive space.
Proof. i) We have proved in Theorem 3.2 (see also [6, 9]) that DJn is a homogeneous Ka¨hler
manifold. We have shown in [9, Proposition 4.1] that the FC-transform FC: (η,W ) → (z,W )
expressed by (3.10) is a homogeneous Ka¨hler diffeomorphism DJn ≈ Dn × Cn, where the Siegel
ball admits the realization (1.2). But Dn can be achieved as the open ball Bn (see, e.g., [62,
p. 502])
Bn =
{
W ∈M(n,C), W = W t | ||W || < 1}.
So, DJn is diffeomorphic with the product of the contractible spacesDn and Cn, and consequently,
it is itself contractible.
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ii) We have for (3.9) K(z,W ) > 0, ∀ (z,W ) ∈ DJn. The explicit expressions of the Ka¨hler
potential, normalized Bergman kernel and diastasis imply the assertions of ii), but they could
be also derived from the Theorem 2.4, once we have proved i). Even more, Theorem 2.4 asserts
that DJn admits a Berezin quantization.
iii), iv) We have observed in Theorem 3.2 that the Ka¨hler two-form (3.17) is associated with
the balanced metric on DJn, and we apply Remark 2.3.
v) This assertion was already mentioned in Remark 3.1, where it was used the explicit
form (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) of the Jacobi algebra gJn. We mention it again here because in [13]
(see Remark 1 there for a more precise formulation) we have proved that the CS-manifolds are
reductive spaces. 
The fact that the Jacobi algebra gJn is a CS-algebra is well known, see, e.g., [50, Theorem 5.2]
or [62, Example VII.2.3 , p. 294]. Using the explicit form of the base Φ(z, w) of orthonormal
polynomials in which the Bergman kernel KDJ1
(z, w) is developed [5], we have proved in [12,
Proposition 2] that the Siegel–Jacobi disk is a CS-manifold. In [15] we have determined the base
Φ(z,W ) on DJn in which the reproducing kernel (3.6) admits a series expansion as in (2.6), but in
Proposition 3.3 we have used Theorems 2.2, 2.4 and Remark 2.3 to prove directly Proposition 3.3.
3.2 Ricci form and scalar curvature
The Ricci form associated to the Ka¨hlerian two-form ωM (1.3) is (see [61, p. 90])
ρM (z) := i
n∑
α,β=1
Ricαβ¯(z) d zα ∧ d z¯β, Ricαβ¯(z) = −
∂2
∂zα∂z¯β
lnGM (z). (3.34)
The scalar curvature at a point p ∈M of coordinates z is (see [45, p. 294] or [41, p. 144])
sM (p) :=
n∑
α,β=1
(hα¯β)
−1Ricαβ¯(z). (3.35)
The Bergman metric corresponds to the Ka¨hler two-form (see references in [12])
ω1M = i∂∂¯ lnG. (3.36)
Q.-K. Lu [55] has introduced for a bounded domain the positive definite (1,1)-form
ω˜M (z) := i
n∑
α,β=1
h˜αβ¯(z) d zα ∧ d z¯β, h˜αβ¯(z) := (n+ 1)hαβ¯(z)− Ricα,β(z), (3.37)
which is Ka¨hler, corresponding to the Ka¨hler potential f˜ = ln(KM (z)
n+1G(z)).
Now we prove
Proposition 3.4.
i) The Siegel–Jacobi ball DJn is not an Einstein manifold with respect to the homogeneous
Ka¨hler metric attached to the Ka¨hler two-form (3.17), but it is one with respect to the
Bergman metric corresponding to the Bergman Ka¨hler two-form (3.36).
ii) The Ricci form (3.34) on the Siegel–Jacobi ball associated to the homogeneous Ka¨hlerian
two-form (3.17) has the expression
ρDJn(z,W ) = −ω1DJn(z,W ) = −i(n+ 2) Tr(M dW ∧ M¯ d W¯ ),
while
ρDn(W ) = −ω1Dn(W ) = −i(n+ 1) Tr(M dW ∧ M¯ d W¯ ).
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iii) The scalar curvature (3.35) is constant and negative
sDJn(z,W ) = −
2
k
n
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
2
.
iv) The Q.-K. Lu Ka¨hler two-form (3.37) has the expression
ω˜DJn(z,W ) =
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
2
ωDJn(z,W )− ρDJn(W ).
Proof. With formula (3.20) (or (3.11)) and (3.23), we find that the only nonzero components
of the Ricci tensor are
(Ricmnp¯q¯)DJn(z,W ) = −(n+ 2)hkmnp¯q¯(W ). (3.38)
With calculation (3.25), we find
ρDJn(z,W ) = −i(n+ 2)M¯piM¯jq dwpj ∧ d w¯qi.
Applying (3.35) for DJn, with formulas (3.19d), (3.38), we get
sDJn(z,W ) :=
n∑
α,β=1
(h)−1α¯βRicαβ¯(z,W ) =
∑
p≤q;m≤n
(h)−1mnp¯q¯(Ricpqm¯n¯)DJn
= −2
k
(n+ 2)
∑
p≤q;m≤n
(hk)−1mnp¯q¯(h
k)pqm¯n¯ = −2
k
(n+ 2)
∑
m≤n
∆mnmn
= −2
k
(n+ 2)
n(n+ 1)
2
. 
The scalar curvature of the Siegel–Jacobi disk was calculated in [10, 12, 80].
3.3 Laplace–Beltrami operator
We introduce the formulas (3.19) into the expression (1.6) of the Laplace–Beltrami operator and
we use Remark A.1. In the formula (3.40) of the Laplace–Beltrami operator on DJn, we use the
expression given in Proposition B.2 for the Laplace–Beltrami operator on Dn. We introduce the
notation (no summation!)
(Dz)µν =
(
eµν
∂
∂zµν
)
, eµν =
1 + δµν
2
, zµν = zνµ. (3.39)
We obtain:
Proposition 3.5. The Laplace–Beltrami operator on the Siegel–Jacobi ball DJn, invariant to the
action (2.16) of the Jacobi group GJn, has the expression
∆DJn(z,W ) = θ
∂
∂zt
N
∂
∂z¯
− 2
k
{
Tr
[
SDWN
∂
∂z¯
]
+ cc
}
+
2
k
∆Dn(W ), (3.40)
N = 1n −WW¯.
We have also the relations
∆DJn(lnG) = −sDJn =
2
k
n
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
2
. (3.41)
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Proof. We apply formula (1.6) with the matrix elements (3.19) and we use Remark A.1. 
We recall that Theorem 2.5 in Berezin’s paper [18] asserts essentially that
∆M (z)(ln(G(z))) = ct
for the balanced metric plus other 3 conditions. The first equation in (3.41)
s = −∆ ln deth
is a general recipe for calculation of scalar curvature, see, e.g., [41, equation (5.2.24), p. 253].
Also we recall that the Laplace operator on the Siegel–Jacobi ball was calculated in [79] in
other coordinates. We have determined the Laplace–Beltrami operator on the Siegel–Jacobi disk
in [12].
A Appendix
A.1 A remark
Remark A.1. Let ωM (z) be the non-degenerate two-form (1.3) on a complex manifold M ,
invariant to a invertible holomorphic transformation z′ = z′(z). Then the differential opera-
tor ∆M given by (1.6) is also invariant to the transformation z → z′. In particular, M may be
a homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold and ∆M the corresponding Laplace–Beltrami operator.
Proof. Let us consider the action G×M →M : g × z = z′. Then we have
−iωM (z′) = h′λγ¯(z′) d z′λ ∧ d z¯γ = h′λγ¯(z′(z))aλαa¯γβ d zα ∧ d z¯β, where aαλ =
∂z′α
∂zλ
.
If ωM (z
′) = ωM (z), then
hαβ¯(z) = h
′
λγ(z
′(z))aλαa¯γβ. (A.1)
Now we consider the Laplace–Beltrami operator (1.6) in the point z′. We have
∂
∂z′α
= bγα
∂
∂zγ
, where bλβ =
∂zλ
∂z′β
,
and
aαλbλβ = δαβ.
We have
∆M (z
′) = (h′(z′))−1
αβ¯
b¯γαbρβ
∂2
∂z¯γ∂zρ
.
If ∆M (z
′) = ∆M (z), then
h−1γρ¯ (z) = (h
′(z′(z)))−1
αβ¯
b¯γαbρβ. (A.2)
We write (A.1) as
h = ath′a¯,
which implies
h−1 = (a¯)−1(h′)−1(at)−1 = b¯(h′)−1bt,
which is exactly (A.2). 
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A.2 A lemma
Formula (3.20), modulo the numerical factor, was obtained in [7]. We recall the method to
determine the Liouville form used in [7]. We have applied the following technique (see [38,
Chapter IV]):
Lemma A.2. Let z′ = f(g, z) denote the action of the group G on the circular domain M . Let
us determine the element g ∈ G such that z′(z1) = 0 Then the density of the volume form is
Q = |J |2, where J is the Jacobian J = ∂z′∂z .
The transformation with the desired properties is
z′ = U(1−W1W¯1)1/2(1−WW¯1)−1
× [z − (1−WW¯1)(1−W1W¯1)−1z1 + (W −W1)(1− W¯1W1)−1z¯1],
W ′ = U(1−W1W¯1)−1/2(W −W1)(1− W¯1W )−1(1− W¯1W1)1/2U t,
where U is an unitary matrix. We find that
∂z′
∂z
= U(1−W1W¯1)1/2(1−WW¯1)−1,
dW ′ = AdWAt, A = U(1−W1W¯1)1/2(1−WW¯1)−1. (A.3)
In order to calculate the Jacobian of the transformation (A.3), we use the following property
extracted from Berezin’s paper [20, p. 398]:
Let A be a matrix and LA the transformation of a matrix of the same order n, LAξ = AξA
t.
If the matrices A and ξ are symmetric, then detLA = (detA)
n+1. We find as in [7], in accord
with formula before Theorem 4.3.2 in [38]
QDn = det(1n −WW¯ )−(n+1), (A.4)
while QDJn(z,W ) has the expression (3.11).
B Appendix
Laplace–Beltrami operator on the Siegel upper half-plan
and Siegel ball
The Laplace–Beltrami operator on Xn has the expression (see [57, equation (19)])
∆Xn = −Tr(Z −W )((Z −W )Dw)tDz, Z = X + iY ∈ Xn, W = Z¯, (B.1)
where we use the notation (3.39). Formula (43) in [57] reads
Dw(Z −W ) = −n+ 1
2
1n + ((Z −W )Dw)t, (B.2)
where
Dw(Z −W ) =
n∑
ρ=1
eµρ
∂
∂wµρ
(zρν − wρν)
=
 n∑
ρ=1
(zµρ − wµρ)eρν ∂
∂wρν
t −
δµν n∑
ρ=1
eµρ
 . (B.3)
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With formula (2.26), introducing in (B.3), it is obtained
((Z −W )Dw)tµν(f) =
[
∂f
∂W
(Z −W )
]
µν
= (zρν − wρν)eµρ ∂f
∂wµρ
.
Equation (54) of the Cayley transform [57] in the notation (B.2) reads
Z˜ = (Z − i1n)(Z + i1n)−1.
Equation (55) in [57] asserts that
Dz = − i
2
(Z˜ − 1n)((Z˜ − 1n)Dz˜)t,
i.e., if now W describes a point (1.2) in Dn, we have the formula
Lemma B.1.
(Dz)αβ := eαβ
∂
∂zαβ
= − i
2
[
(1n −W )((1n −W )Dw)t
]
αβ
= − i
2
(1n −W )αγ(1n −W )βλeλγ ∂
∂wλγ
. (B.4)
Proof. We write (2.21) as
2i dW = AdZA, A = 1n −W, W = W t, Z = Zt,
i.e.,
2i dwpq = Apm d zmnAnq.
With formula (2.26), we get
2i
∂wpq
∂zαβ
= ApmAnq
∂zmn
∂zαβ
= ApmAnq(δmαδnβ + δmβδnα − δmnδαβδmα)
= ApαAβq +ApβAαq −ApαAβqδαβ. (B.5)
We have the formula
∂f
∂zαβ
=
∑
p≤q
∂f
∂wpq
∂wpq
∂zαβ
.
For α 6= β, we get from (B.5):
2i
∂f
∂zαβ
=
∑
p<q
(ApαAβq +ApβAαq)
∂f
∂wpq
+
∑
p=q
(ApαAβp +ApβAαp)
∂f
∂wpq
=
∑
p<q
ApαAβq
∂f
∂wpq
+
∑
q<p
AqβAαp
∂f
∂wpq
+ 2
∑
p=q
ApαAβq
∂f
∂wpq
δpq
=
∑
pq
ApαAβq(1 + δpq)
∂f
∂wpq
. (B.6)
Similarly, for α = β, we have
2i
∂f
∂zαβ
=
∑
p≤q
ApαAβq
∂f
∂wpq
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=
1
2
∑
p<q
ApαAβq
∂f
∂wpq
+
1
2
∑
q<p
AqαAβp
∂f
∂wqp
1
2
+
∑
p=q
ApαAβq
∂f
∂wpq
=
1
2
∑
p 6=q
ApαAβq
∂f
∂wpq
+
∑
p=q
ApαAβq
∂f
∂wpq
=
∑
pq
ApαAβq
1 + δpq
2
∂f
∂wpq
. (B.7)
We put together (B.6) and (B.7) as in (B.4). 
With Lemma B.1, it is obtained the Laplace–Beltrami operator on the Siegel ball (see [57,
equation (56)])
Proposition B.2. The Laplace–Beltrami operator on the Siegel ball Dn has the expression
∆Dn(W ) = Tr
[
N(NDW¯ )
tDW
]
=
∑
p,q,m,n
Kpqm¯n¯
∂2
∂w¯mn∂wpq
, N := 1n −WW¯, (B.8)
Kpqm¯n¯ = emnepqKpqm¯n¯, Kpqm¯n¯ = NqnN¯mp, (B.9)
which is Sp(n,R)C-invariant to the action (2.16). We write down the sum (B.8) as
∆Dn(W ) =
∑
m≤n; p≤q
kmnp¯q¯(W )
∂2
∂w¯mn∂wpq
,
where, with the expression (B.9), we have
kpqm¯n¯ =
1
4
(Kpqm¯n¯ +Kqpm¯n¯ +Kpqn¯m¯ +Kqpn¯m¯), m < n, p < q,
kpqm¯m¯ =
1
2
(Kpqm¯m¯ +Kqpm¯m¯), p < q, n = m,
kppm¯n¯ =
1
2
(Kppm¯n¯ +Kppn¯m¯), p = q, m < n,
kppm¯m¯ = Kppm¯m¯. (B.10)
(B.10) can be written down as
kmnp¯q¯ = emn(1− δpq)NpmN¯nq + epq(1− δmn)NqmN¯np + δpqδmnNpmN¯nq
=
1
2
(NqnN¯mp +NqmN¯np). (B.11)
Proof. With equation (B.4) introduced in (B.1), it is obtained (B.8).
In order to directly (i.e., without Remark A.1) prove the invariance of ∆Dn to the group
action g × W = W1, g ∈ Sp(n,R)C , W,W1 ∈ Dn, we use the formulas (3.28), (3.29). We
write (3.28) as
dwpq = Apm(dw1)mnAqn, where A = Wq
∗ + p∗.
With formula (2.26), we have successively
∂wpq
∂(w1)αβ
= Apm
∂(w1)mn
∂(w1)αβ
Anq = ApmAnq∆
mn
αβ
= ApαAqβ +ApβAqα − δαβApαAqβ. (B.12)
With (B.12), we calculate ∂f∂(w1)αβ .
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a) Firstly, we consider the case α 6= β. We have
∂f
∂(w1)αβ
=
(∑
p<q
ApαAqβ +
∑
q<p
AqαApβ + 2
∑
p=q
ApαAqβ
)
∂f
∂wpq
= 2
∑
ApαAqβepq
∂f
∂wpq
. (B.13)
b) Now we consider the case α = β. We have
∂f
∂(w1)αβ
= 2fαβ
∑
p,q
ApαAqβepq. (B.14)
(B.13) and (B.14) are written together as
DW1 = A
tDWA. (B.15)
Also we write (3.29) as
M1 = A¯
tMA. (B.16)
With (B.15) and (B.16) introduced in formula (B.8), we prove
∆Dn(W1) = ∆Dn(W ), where W1 = g ×W. 
Remark B.3. In the notation of [39]
Z =

√
2z11 z12 . . . z1n
z12
√
2z22 . . . z2n
. . . . . . . . . . . .
z1n z2n . . .
√
2znn
 , ∂Z =

√
2 ∂∂z11
∂
∂z12
. . . ∂∂z1n
∂
∂z12
√
2 ∂∂z22 . . .
∂
∂z2n
. . . . . . . . . . . .
∂
∂z1n
∂
∂z2n
. . .
√
2 ∂∂znn
 ,
the Laplace–Beltrami operator reads (see [39, equation (2.6.4)])
∆Dn(W ) = Tr((1n − W¯W )∂W (1n −WW¯ )∂¯W ),
i.e.,
∆Dn(W ) =
n∑
αβλµ=1
(δλµ −
n∑
σ=1
PλσPµσwλσw¯µσ)
× (δαβ −
n∑
γ=1
PαγPβγwαγw¯βγ)PλαPµβ
∂2
∂wλα∂w¯µβ
,
where
Pαβ = 1 + (
√
2− 1)δαβ.
“P” is related with the symbol “e” in (3.39) by the relation
Pαβ =
√
2(
√
2− 1)(1 +
√
2eαβ).
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